Introduction.
In Part I of this paper we set up a spectral sequence for the stable homotopy groups of a countable CW complex X, using the suspension triad sequences for the iterated suspensions SrX. If X is (n -^-connected, we calculate the differential operator d1 for the first n-1 nontrivial dimensions in terms of the automorphism 7* of irm(XXX) induced by the map which interchanges factors. In Part II we continue the study of the behavior of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces under suspension, initiated in [2] . For K(ir, n), ir finitely generated, we calculate the automorphism 7* on the p-primary component (py^2) for a range of dimensions. The p-primary component (p^2) of the first n -1 nontrivial stable homotopy groups can then be read off from the spectral sequence. The corresponding Postnikov invariants are zero, in contrast to those of the single suspension SK(tt, n); however, this is not true of the 2-primary component.
Part I. The Spectral Sequence 1. The suspension couple. All spaces considered throughout Part I are to be 1-connected countable CW complexes with fixed base points. Let X he such. The suspension triad sequences for iterated suspensions SrX (cf.
[7] for definitions)
• • ■3ATq(S-X;C+,C-)-^Tq-i(Sr-1X)^Tq-i(SrX)JA . . . The proof is of a standard type. 2. The operator d1. We first give some definitions. 4. XX F = XX F/XV Y and 8: XX F-+XX F is the identification map.
5. F maps XXX onto itself by F(x, x') = (x', x). 6 . 7]'-S2(XX Y)-+SXXSYis the homeomorphism defined by i7((x, y), s, t) = ((x, 5), (y, /)), for x£X, yEY, and s, tEI. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Note that if X is (n-1)-connected, then fa and 6* are isomorphisms at least for m<3n+3r -2 and epimorphisms for m = 3n+3r -2 [9, Corollary 3.3, Corollary 3.5], and hence so isH. E2 is an isomorphism for mS^n+ir -2, while (pXl)* and rj* are always such. Hence for m<3n+3r -2, d1 is given up to isomorphism by the endomorphism 1 -7* of irm+i(Sr+1XXSr+1X).
If X = Sq-r-1, then using the facts that r*=(-l)«i2ao and (pXl)*= -t29o, the proposition reduces to Theorem 3.7 of [ll] . Proposition (2.1) can be proved by generalizing Toda's methods. Rather than give the proof, which is geometric, we shall prove an equivalent proposition ((2.8) below) for r^2 which is simpler and more enlightening.
The following shows that, since we remain in a range where E2 is an isomorphism, we need only calculate 7* in the homotopy groups of XX.X.
(2.2) Proposition.
T*V*E2 = -v*E2T": irm(STX X S'X) -»Tm+2(S'+1X X Sr+1X).
The proof follows at once from the definitions. In order to apply the results of [7] , we shall assume for the remainder of this section that X is an (n-1)-connected countable CW complex, w^2, with only a single vertex x0. Here (SrX)q denotes the gth space in the reduced product complex [6] ; in particular, (SrX)2 is obtained from SrXXSrX by identifying (x, xj) = (x0, x) for all xCS'X, and p is the identification map. p': SrX\jSrX-+SrX is the restriction of p, i is the inclusion, and X is the isomorphism denoted by <p in [7] . According to (10. If we use r* to denote the automorphism of irm+i(S'X * oS'X) induced by the homeomorphism T of S'XXS'X, then (2.5) becomes (2.7) EB+Qfad1 = (1 + Tj)h.
Recalling that 7J = 0*<2<^*, we have
for r > 1, m < 3n + 3r -1.
Within this range E and h are isomorphisms, while H is such for m<3n + 3r -2, so that d1 is again expressed in terms of T*, but with the loss of the case r = l.
As a corollary to the above calculations, we have a generalization of G. W. Whitehead's EHP sequence [12] : (2.9) Proposition. Let X be (n -1)-connected, n*z2. Then there is an exact sequence for r ^ 1 [July
Here H' = hj* is James' generalized Hopf invariant [7, §15], P(cf) = [i, i]oa, and we denote by E~2 the inverse of the composition F££:
irm-i(S*-lX * S*-lX)^rrm+i(S'X * 0S'X). This proves (2.9).
3. An example. As a simple example of the use of the spectral sequence we take X = Sn, w>2. It is well-known that F* = (-l)m in Trq(SmXSm), and that SmXSm is homeomorphic to S2m. Hence it follows from (2.1) that for 5<3re+r -3, Let C2 be the class of finite Abelian groups with order a power of 2. We distinguish two cases:
1. If re is odd, then C?iSE&i for r>0. d\y. d,s-»Ci,s is a e2-epimorphism, and the fact that cF<F = 0 implies that d1XtS = 0 mod e2. Therefore C£s«Co,» = ir8(5B) mod C2.
2. If re is even, then C£S£C2 for r>l. If s<3n -3, then we may calculate d\,s by noting that j*d\iS=j*A is the operator ^2,5-2 in the spectral sequence for 5n_1. The latter is a C2-isomorphism, and hence d\s is a C2-monomorphism. Therefore C\iSEQ2, and C?rS«Co,s/d\iSCi,,~ir,(Sn)/G mod C2, where G is e2-isomorphic to 7rs+3(52B+2)~7r£(52n_1 groups of E are finite direct sums, x"«7r^+ • • • +tt", then we may take K(wn, n + 1) =X,-K(irln, w + 1), and as a contractible fibre space we may take the product of contractible fibre spaces (Pi-*K(t", w + 1). One verifies immediately that, with these choices, the resulting fibering pn: En-*En-i is a composition We shall again call the element ksnCHn+1(Es"A, tt") determined by the map k'n a Postnikov invariant; it is equal to the transgression of the fundamental class in the fibering Esn->£^_1, and is related to kn by We shall always assume that Postnikov systems are constructed in the above fashion.
The fibre F" of £*->£J,-1 is a K(irn, w)-space, and the group irn = TTn(Fsj) will be identified with a summand of irn (Es1j) Since the stable homotopy group of a wedge of spaces is the direct sum of the stable homotopy groups of the spaces, (5.3) Tlq(K(T, re)) m 2Z nq(K(Gi, re)) + £ Uq(K(Gj, re) X K(Gk, re)) for q S 3w -1 in which i, j, k have the same range as before. Now Ilg(K(Gi, n) X K(Gj, re)) -*t(K(Gi, re) X K(G,, «)) « 5a_"(G" re; Gf), the first isomorphism because we are in the stable range, the second by Theorem 6.1 of [13] . Therefore in order to find Tlq(K(ir, «)), qSSn -1, we need only find Ht(K (Gi, re) ).
For the remainder of the paper, G is to be a cyclic group of prime-power or infinite order. We shall use the fibering of [2] together with the previous lemmas on Postnikov systems to calculate F* in the *-primary component, p7*2, of irq(K(G, n)XK(G, «)), g^3re-1, and shall then use the spectral sequence to find the *-primary component of Uq (K(G, re) ).
Let X be a countable CW complex which is a K(G, «-f-l)-space, and let K = Q.X, the space of loops on X. Then the fibering F-^E-*X described in [2] Also, it cannot be the case that both g+g' and g-g' lie in [gi, ■ ■ • , gq]; ior then their sum 2gE [gi, • • • , gq] and since p?£2, g also lies in this subgroup, which violates the hypothesis. Hence we have found at least one new basis element with the desired image under x> and it only remains to show that if gEker 5C'P, then so are g+g' and g -g'. But if g£ker x'p, then (5.6) A>3CV) = «*X(*') = ± ™*x(g) = ± K>M(g) = 0.
Hence 5CP(g')=Q, and both g+g' and g -g' lie in ker 3C£.
We have thus shown that the partial basis gi, ■ • • , gq can be extended to satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Since ir,(F)j, is finitely generated, this proves (5.5).
Let gEtTi(E)p be one of the generators in Lemma (5. We may express the condition g£ker 3CP in another way by considering a Postnikov system in the sense of §4 for SK, up to the term E3n, in which the groups 7rJ are cyclic of prime order (recall that 2n + 2<iS3n), and k\^0 for sSt, fcj = 0 for t<sSr. Suppose that ir\ = Zp for some qSt. Then by (4.3), since k\^0, 3C': ir'-^H^E2) is not a monomorphism onto a direct summand, and hence 3Cp maps rr\ to zero. Now let *: E\-*E\ be the projection, with fibre F, and let g: E\->£J be a cross-section. Then *■<(£<) = g*Tn(E'i) + i**i(F).
According to the above, 3CP' is zero on ir\ for qSt, and hence on the *-primary component g*7ri(E{)j,. On the other hand, the Postnikov invariant of the fibering E\-*E\ is zero, and hence by (4.3) 3C' is a monomorphism of ker pit = iifTri(F)p onto a direct summand, and therefore so is 3CP'.
Thus cfi, which is the dimension of ker 3CP in -Ki(E)P, or equivalently the dimension of ker 5CP in TTi(ETf)p, is equal to the number of cyclic invariants k't^0 mod *.
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From the value of T* on the image of x we can obtain that of 2"* on iri-i(KXK)p by noting that the image of the monomorphism 7Ti_i(i_ X K)p AA H^i(K X K, Zp)-> Hi_i(K X K, K V K; Zj)
followed by _• is equal to the image of x, and that 7* commutes with this composition. The above calculations yield:
(5.7) Proposition. Let K = K(G, w), G cyclic of prime power or infinite order. Then -iri-i(KXK)p, 2n + 2<iS3n, admits a cyclic decomposition such that 7* = -1 on a submodule of dimension di and J* = 1 on a supplementary submodule. Here di = dim ker Xp:iri(SK)p-^Hi(SK, Zp), which is also equal to the number of (cyclic) Postnikov invariants k't(SK) 5^ 0 mod p. Using (2.1) and the above values for 7"*, the result for i<3n can be read off from the spectral sequence. For i = 3n, note that irZn(SK; C+, CS « tzu(SK) ~ *in(K * K) « 7rSB+i(___ X SK), the first two isomorphisms coming from the suspension triad sequence and the fibering of [2] respectively. Hence H:ira"(SK; C+, CS~J>'"'3n+i(SKXSK) is an epimorphism of a finite group onto an isomorphic copy, and is therefore an isomorphism.
This allows (2.1) to be applied in one higher dimension than would otherwise be possible.
We shall use a Postnikov system for SK(G, n) as in §4, with 7i"+i = K(G, w + 1), in order to determine which cyclic invariants are nonzero mod p. Recall from [2] Proof. Let 2n+2<iS3n, and let p be an odd prime. By (4.4), those Zpsummands ir\ of iTi(SK(Tr, n)) corresponding to zero invariants k\ suspend monomorphically, and with a choice of Postnikov system for S'K(ir, n), the corresponding invariants ftJ_1+7.(SrI£(7r, w)) are zero. But by (5.9), the stable suspension E": iri(SK(ir, n))P->Hi-i(K(Tr, n))p maps the remaining summands to zero, and is an epimorphism. This proves (5.12) for i>2n + 2; in the bottom dimensions the proof is essentially the same.
The situation is no longer so simple for the 2-primary component. Firstly, Ex is not necessarily an epimorphism on irr(SK(ir, n))2; lor example, it can be seen from the spectral sequence that the cokernel of Ea acting on Tr2n+i(SK(Z2, n)) is Z2. Secondly, the Postnikov invariants are not all zero. A short calculation shows that k2n+i(S2K(Zi, »)) = Sq^b C H2"+*(K(Zi, n + 2), Zj). This is already in the stable range.
